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The common thread of
success – for employers in the
electronics industry

The job market in the electronics industry is undergoing rapid change. Vacant positions often
remain unfilled for months. Digitization is changing the whole nature of work and collaboration.
This means that companies currently invest a great deal of valuable time sharpening their
profiles as employers and making recruitment activities more successful and eﬀective. Our aim
is to respond to this by leveraging our strengths and our know-how as industry experts.
The result: a new, comprehensive Career Portal dedicated to the electronics industry.

What does the new Career Portal oﬀer the electronics industry?


a specialist, industry-specific job exchange where companies and candidates come together diﬀerentiated according to job profiles, market segments, product areas and desired region



reliable and authentic information about employers, market developments and job
descriptions



employer overviews and relevant salary data from the electronics industry



coaching dedicated to the job market in electronics, career tips and a job application guide especially for engineers



editorial contributions specifically on the topic of "a career in electronics", with which
employees can maintain an overview of the rapidly changing world of work

Reach your target group.
Our target groups
Industry: Automation | Automotive Electronics | Displays | Distribution | Embedded Software |
Embedded Systems & Boards | Electrical Engineering & Electronics | EMS | Industrial Electronics |
Power Electronics | Measurement & Sensor Technology | Research & Teaching | Semiconductors |
Lighting, Optoelectronics & LED | Communication & Telecommunications | Aerospace |
Medical Technology | Passive Components | Connection Technology

Qualification:
Graduate Engineer | Bachelor of Science | Master of Science | State certified technician with
more than 3 years working experience

Age:
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57% of our users are between 25–44 years old

Home page promotion
Your company logo appears on the front page, linked
to a more detailed company portrait and all your open
positions. (via automatic import from your website*)
DURATION
up to 5 job openings
up to 10 job openings
up to 50 job openings
more than 50 job openings

3 months
2,500.- €
3,500.- €
4,500.- €
5,500.- €

6 months
4,000.- €
5,000.- €
6,000.- €
7,000.- €

12 months
7,000.- €
8,000.- €
9,000.- €
10,000.- €

Prices are exclusive of applicable VAT. Prices are not discountable
* only possible if the technical requirements are met. For the automatic import of your recruitment
ads, we need them in the form of an XML Feed. Adjustments by our IT service provider will be
charged separately if required.

Online placement of your recruitment ads
The ad will appear optimally placed and linked to the
appropriate category for 60 days.
If the position is not filled by then, we will extend the duration
- without additional costs - for another 60 days (including ad
optimization).
The ad will also be published in a markt-technik.de and an
elektroniknet.de/karriere newsletter.
490.- €
Circulation newsletter markt-technik.de:
21,000
Circulation newsletter elektroniknet.de/karriere: 11,000
(Price not discountable)

Employer Portrait.
Your company‘s business card.
Professional and long-term employer branding is just as important to
your company as the careful targeting of your job advertisements.

This is where you will be found – recognized by your region and
in your market segment! With an employer portrait you can draw
attention to your company as an attractive employer!

PREMIUM EMPLOYER PORTRAIT:
+
+
+
+
+
+

990.- €

duration: 12 months
detailed company profile on www.mut-job.de
allocation by sector
1 cover picture
up to 8 company photos
linking with job oﬀers possible
(Price not discountable)

Employer Directory
Benefit from the interactive employer
directories in Markt&Technik and on
markt-technik.de with comprehensive search
and selection functions.
Your premium listing includes:
+ your logo or QR code
(file format: JPEG, PNG)
+ color highlighting of your entry
+ top position above the alphabet
(online only)

Price per employer overview:

390.- €

Online only:

200.- €
(Prices not discountable)

There are no "good" employers - nor "bad" employers,
but only those that are more suitable or less suitable.
In order to make things easier for potential applicants,
Markt&Technik helps companies become transparent.
excitING article:
whole page: 4,500.- €
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

double page: 7,900.- €

telephone briefing for employer branding/storytelling
max. 4 hours interview, research with an editor
article creation up to customer acceptance
travel costs up to 50 km free, then 30 cents per km
publication in Markt&Technik (reach K1: 108,000)
publication on www.markt-technik.de
publication in the newsletter (circulation: 21,000)
(Prices not discountable)

Employer Pitch:
Convince as an employer authentically and without empty phrases. What makes you distinctive and attractive?
What is your core message to applicants?
+ Telephone briefing
+ Participation on the shooting day at the publishing house or sending a 60 second videos
+ Publication of the video in the media library at www.markttechnik.de/employerpitch and on our social media
channels
+ Promotion of the video in a newsletter
2,500.- €
(Price not discountable)

Although many companies deliberately try to position themselves as a positive employer brand, many traditional
HR tools and personnel marketing measures fall short of achieving expectations and thus fail to do that which they
set out to do - namely: to find and attract employees suitable to the company, to recruit these candidates and to
successfully and sustainably bind them to the company for a relevant period.
Solution search in a PBS Workshop:
+ What kind of an employer am I and what makes me diﬀerent?
+ How do I compare with my other market players, especially in my region?
(Benchmark: salaries, image, technology, corporate and leadership culture)
+ Who am I looking for? Which job profiles do I mainly want to address?
+ What are the reasons that employees leave the company?
+ Who suits me?
+ Analysis of previous measures and tools employed
+ Optimization, in the sense of an authentic, positive representation as an employer with its own individual strengths.
To do this, we identify the cross-media communication channels that are appropriate for your employer story.

from 3,500.- € plus VAT

Using Trade Fairs as a recruitment medium.
Trade Fairs are perfect for finding new employees.
Inform trade fair visitors about specific and exciting positions in your company!
mut-job.de oﬀers you the ideal environment to address visitors to the leading trade fairs in the field of
electronics and electrical engineering:

Your contact at WEKA FACHMEDIEN:
Christian Stadler
Sales Director
Phone +49 89 25556-1375
cstadler@weka-fachmedien.de

Burkhard Bock
Key Account
Media Consultant
Postal Areas 86-89, 9
Phone +49 89 25556-1305
bbock@weka-fachmedien.de

Tanja Lewin
Media Consultant
Postal Areas 4, 80-81, 85
Phone +49 89 25556-1386
tlewin@weka-fachmedien.de

Michaela Stolka
Team assistant
Phone +49 89 25556-1376
Fax
+49 89 25556-1651
mstolka@weka-fachmedien.de

Sabine Hartl
Media Consultant
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Phone +49 89 25556-1377
shartl@weka-fachmedien.de

Martina Niekrawietz
International Account
Media Consultant
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Phone +49 89 25556-1309
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Petra Beck
Media Consultant
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Phone +49 89 25556-1378
pbeck@weka-fachmedien.de

Katrin Hühn
Media Consultant
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Phone +49 89 25556-1370
khuehn@weka-fachmedien.de

Corinne Schindlbeck
Editor
Management and career, start-ups
Phone +49 89 25556-1311
cschindlbeck@weka-fachmedien.de

Richard-Reitzner-Allee 2, 85540 Haar, Phone: 089 25556 1000
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Sebastian Basedow
Media Consultant
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Media Consultant
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Media Consultant
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